
CrossOSN-U: SN 

This sub-dataset consists of two sql tables for Twitter users and two sql tables for Flickr users. The 

overlapped users are identified from the ‘googlePlusUserId’ attribute in the sql table. 

 

 Twitter tables: 
Table 1 – twitter user profile table (twitteruserprofile.sql) 

This table contains the basic twitter user profiles for all the 7,118 overlapped users in this sub-dataset. A 

snapshot of this table is presented as below: 

 

Figure 1: A snapshot of Twitter user profile table  

which includes some demographic characteristics, such as the user’s location and self-description, as well 

as some basic statistics, such as the total count of tweets this user has favored (‘favoriteCount’) and posted 

(‘statusCount’).   

 

Table 2 – twitter social relation table (twittersociallinks.sql) 

This table gives the two-way social relations for each Twitter user, i.e. the friends of this user and their 

followers. A snapshot of this table is presented as below: 

 

Figure 2: A snapshot of Twitter social relation table 

where ‘friendIdList’ and ‘followerIdList’ contain all the Twitter user ids of this user’s friends and followers, 

respectively. Note that the Twitter user ids are separated by the ‘,’ separator. 



 Flickr tables: 
Table 3 – Flickr user profile table (flickruserprofile.sql) 

This table contains the basic Flickr user profiles for all the 7,118 overlapped users in this sub-dataset. A 

snapshot of this table is presented as below: 

 
Figure 3: A snapshot of Flickr user profile table 

where ‘grouplist’ indicates which groups this user has showed interest in on Flickr, ‘favoritelist’ shows all the 

photo ids this user has favored, ‘alltaglist’ indicates all the tags this user has ever used and ‘photolist’ shows 

all the photo ids this user has collected. Note that all the entities in the Flickr list are separated by the ‘,’ 

separator. 

 

Table 4 – Flickr social relation table (flickrsociallinks.sql) 

This table gives the one-way social relations for each Flickr user, i.e. the friends of this user (since the Flickr 

API can only access the friends of each user, but not their followers). A snapshot of this table is presented 

as below: 

 
Figure 4: A snapshot of Flickr social relation table 

Note that all the friend ids of each user are separated by the ‘,’ separator in the ‘friendIdlist’.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


